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John Kozlowski

From: John Kozlowski <John@Kozlowski.org>

Sent: Sunday, November 3, 2019 9:42 PM

To: 'Erika Leigh Sams'; 'Julia Williams'

Cc: Dorothy-Jane Kozlowski (Outlook); 'Dorothy-Jane Kozlowski'; 'Jack Cross'; 'Tirzah 

Kozlowski'; 'Isaac Owen Williams'; Jim Cross (JimCross@LexcomInc.net); 'jimcross45

@gmail.com'

Subject: ErikaLeigh and Julia - and it grew to all

ErikaLeigh and Julia, 
 
As today we celebrate Gloria-Jane’s birthday, she has been on my mind as has my other girls, such as the two of you.  If 
you watched the video I sent out yesterday for Gloria-Jane’s birthday you will hear about my meeting a young lady at 
Publix that caused me concern.  A couple hours later while talking with friends, who have been users of a variety of 
products, they said without hesitation that she was on heroin.  It has been sitting a lot on my mind as I know so many 
who have bounced back from doing stupid things and even more who have not, some of whom are already dead. 
 
So I wonder a lot about my own girls and the two of you in particular.  My understanding is that there are issues 
between the two of you.  This saddens me. 
 
Please remember even after the conspiring of the two of you in 2012, who has been the promoter of ErikaLeigh’s book, 
including the world renowned “Rose of Duncé” video?  Who came to North Carolina and stood with Julia and Isaac 
during a difficult time?  Who has been willing to answer the phone when called, unlike the 789 voicemails I have 
accumulated? 
 
I am concerned about those who hit “Rock Bottom”, or feel “worthless, unwanted or empty” and want to have a real 
dialog with them. 
 
I desire to speak with those who feel like a “Religious Outsider” or have “been over a year since” they have been at 
church, just like me as I described in ‘My “Unplanned” night’.  But perhaps my reasons are different. 
 
The issue with being a follower of the Lord Jesus Christ is not that you made a profession of faith, were baptized 
properly, but that you trust Him.  Yes, John 6 makes it clear that election is the Lord’s choice alone, but anyone who 
really pursues the Lord and not self-interest, is undoubtedly part of the elect.  But it doesn’t stop there as we are called 
to mature.  Being an “elder” in the church is simply being older and not a position in the institution.  It is the time you 
have had to mature in the faith and the understanding of the Lord, who He is, and what obedience to Him is all about, 
notably defined in Deu 6:5, and Lev 19:18. 
 
Yes, the Bible are “breathed words of God himself” (2Tim3:16), but the idea that they have been “re-translated/re-
configured over and over again” is false.  I can defend this idea from the Bible, history and reason if anyone is willing to 
engage me.  But in that maturing process, like so many others before me, I have come to trust that the Scripture is true 
and the institutional church is a fraud.  Again, I am willing to engage anyone on this rationally. 
 
Earlier today I watched the video I did on June 16 of this year and was reminded how I described that if with what my 
kids see lived before them by the institutional church, and those who refuse to engage in discussion or that bad word of 
reconciliation, they might come to the conclusion about the Bible that “This stuff is a lie.”  After all, the Lord commands 
us to love, not be silent toward each other.  The Lord commands us to reconcile (Mat 5:24, 1Co7:11…) but when that is 
refused, where is credibility shown?  When the Lord makes it clear that marriage begins with sex and ends with death, 
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but there is refusal to reconcile but rather turning to the state (1Co6), it seems that the institution is setting the rules, 
and not the Lord.  So why would my kids believe in the lie of the Bible? 
 
Because it is not a book designed to keep people in control, but a love letter from the Lord Jesus Christ who is the 
creator that entered His creation to redeem His elect.  The institution who claims the Bible as their final authority but 
does not live by it, such as Meadowview, is going to lead you astray, or send the police after you, or at least after 
me.  BUT, there is grace.  If you watch my videos or read my writings, you will find that idea repeated often.  Grace is 
what I desire to offer, and Lord willing it will be received by my kids, my wife, Jim Cross, and so many others. 
 
As some of my quotes above should indicate I have read UnicornHairAndLattes and UnicornHairedBlogger recently and 
in the past.  While some of it is true, some of it hurts, some of it is also blatantly untrue.  But to know what is true 
requires dialog and examining the evidence.  Please don’t follow the model of the coward who runs into his corner to 
hide, but be willing to lovingly engage in dialog.  In other words, don’t follow the model of Chris Bitterman who has 
written me to stop communicating with him.  That is not an act of love, but of power (see Proverbs 1984).  It is not the 
grace of the Lord but the fear of the institution.  It is not the model of the Lord and of grace. 
 
As stated in yesterday’s video I am in dialog with three Mormons, and only one of which has been serious enough to 
review the Scripture in depth.  If they are at least semi-willing to defend their position, which I claim is based on a 
falsehood, why won’t those who claim the Scripture as their final authority be willing to do the same?  Is it perhaps if 
they engage on the questions I have proposed and find any point is true, their institution and perhaps their jobs are 
gone (see Mat 23).  Consider that thought. 
 
Now consider what might happen to someone who is attempting to follow Christ, but is less than perfect, such as 
me.  Perhaps he might make blunders, repeatedly, often, and a lot.  But then there is perseverance, a word you can find 
in the Bible.  Someone might consider “Perseverance in Reconciliation”, but be careful as it names people directly.  But 
go back to March 12, 2016 when I did an early video “Do not compromise”.  You see it has been less of someone 
expecting to suddenly see “two million dollars”, but one who considers Exodus 20:13 “You shall not murder”.  To make 
this a bit clearer on January 15, 2018 I did “A bit of my history - You cannot serve God and money”.  Jim Cross and I once 
discussed Matthew 6:24 and he offered a pragmatic position.  My response remains: NO, there is no pragmatic position, 
but only one of trust in the Lord.  However, in my clumsiness, I have caused a lot of grief.  This I am aware of and cannot 
undo, but continue in pursuit of obedience to the Lord, of reconciliation and of grace. 
 
I did strive to offer my family the things of this world and remain obedient to the Lord.  The reason it was difficult and 
clumsy, is it can’t be done.  There has been maturing in me and I have much less of the world to offer and more of the 
Lord, but then that seems to scare people, and yes Jim Cross comes to mind, but again there is grace!  The door remains 
open for reconciliation.  Consider “Marriage Defined and a Commitment Beyond”.  You can find it on Bitchute as so 
many others have. 
 
When I looked into the eyes of the young lady yesterday I a saw a well dress person full of emptiness.  To understand 
that it was likely heroin induced makes it all the more empty.  To know a bit about some of my girls I had to wonder 
about the emptiness they might have had or are having.  When Bayer developed heroin about 100 years ago and 
marketed it in the US as a non-addictive pain reliever, it didn’t turn out to be that way.  It is not just chemical solutions 
that don’t work, it is institutional ones that will pacify but never really work.  The only solution is from the Lord and the 
only institution He institutes is the family.  Once a family begins, it doesn’t end until death.  Consider Mark 10 Mr. 
Cross.  As a foul man, I have to follow in the commands of the Lord, and I am ready to give an answer for the hope that is 
in me, so I am here for any who desire the husband, the dad, or the son-in-law. 
 
I was going to write this for just ErikaLeigh and Julia, but I will share it with all as my assumption is it will be ignored.  But 
it will be online and perhaps one day someone will know that there was love offered by their dad, granddad, or 
husband. 
 
I love you all!  ErikaLeigh and Julia, please be a blessing to each other. 
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John Kozlowski 

Email: John@Kozlowski.org ● Phone: (423) 716-6432 

Kozlowski.org ● ShofarNexus.com ● ShofarBook.com ● ShofarCoin.com 

Fear God and keep his commandments, for this is the whole duty of man. 

Ecclesiastes 12:13 
 

 

 


